D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL
Velachery, Chennai-42
REPORT ON THE VIRTUAL CLASS ASSEMBLY
ACADEMIC YEAR 2021-2022

Class : IX E
THEME : SCHOOL’S VISION – VALUE SYSTEMS

Theme : How School Sensitises Students to Contribute towards the cause of Humanity
Class Teacher: Mrs. R. Saraswathy Abirami
Date: 01st September, 2021 (Wednesday)

Timing: 10:40 a.m. - 11:20 a.m.

COMPERER : Vandana.P.R and Raghav

Morning Assembly started with the chanting of Gayatri Mantra by Jodhiswa which is believed to
provide peace in our minds and souls.
Welcome speech was delivered by Vinesh Rajkumar
Bhargavi recited a Thirukural based on Humanity which took the audience straight into the topic.
Poem - Haripriya, Lakshmi Durga and Thrijagathi recited the poem in English, Tamil and Hindi

respectively based on Humanity.
Role play by students
DAV Minutes- Students performed a role play of a doctor and highlighted that our School

inculcated the importance of humanity and how one has to help the society.
Help the Whelp- DAVites showed humanity towards stray dogs

humanity towards nature by caring for it. Win with Humanity exhibited that how DAVites showed
humanity to the fellow sports person
Nurture the nature with humanity showed that our School inculcates humanity towards nature.
DAVites being the change conveyed how our School inculcated humanity towards the underprivileged

children.
PRESENTATION: A Presentation on overall activities done by our School to nurture humanity

among students was done. Personalities like Einstein, Mahatma Gandhiji and Nehruji spoke on
humanity through speak pic app.
VOTE OF THANKS: The programme concluded with the vote of thanks by Varshini Anand

SHANTHI PAAT by Harini Thangappan brought down the curtains.
FEEDBACK: Students had done well, many new apps were introduced through our assembly.

Over all the assembly reflected the technical prowess of the students.
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